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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A leading political scientist examines the dramatic rise in violent extremism around the globe and sounds the alarm on the increasing likelihood of a second civil war in the
United States “Required reading for anyone invested in preserving our 246-year experiment in self-government.”—The New York Times Book Review ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF 2022 SO FAR: Esquire,
Financial Times Political violence rips apart several towns in southwest Texas. A far-right militia plots to kidnap the governor of Michigan and try her for treason. An armed mob of Trump supporters and conspiracy
theorists storms the U.S. Capitol. Are these isolated incidents? Or is this the start of something bigger? Barbara F. Walter has spent her career studying civil conflict in places like Iraq, Ukraine, and Sri Lanka, but
now she has become increasingly worried about her own country. Perhaps surprisingly, both autocracies and healthy democracies are largely immune from civil war; it’s the countries in the middle ground that are
most vulnerable. And this is where more and more countries, including the United States, are finding themselves today. Over the last two decades, the number of active civil wars around the world has almost
doubled. Walter reveals the warning signs—where wars tend to start, who initiates them, what triggers them—and why some countries tip over into conflict while others remain stable. Drawing on the latest
international research and lessons from over twenty countries, Walter identifies the crucial risk factors, from democratic backsliding to factionalization and the politics of resentment. A civil war today won’t look like
America in the 1860s, Russia in the 1920s, or Spain in the 1930s. It will begin with sporadic acts of violence and terror, accelerated by social media. It will sneak up on us and leave us wondering how we could
have been so blind. In this urgent and insightful book, Walter redefines civil war for a new age, providing the framework we need to confront the danger we now face—and the knowledge to stop it before it’s too
late.
Why is it so hard to make lasting changes in our companies, in our communities, and in our own lives? The primary obstacle is a conflict that's built into our brains, say Chip and Dan Heath, authors of the critically
acclaimed bestseller Made to Stick. Psychologists have discovered that our minds are ruled by two different systems - the rational mind and the emotional mind—that compete for control. The rational mind wants a
great beach body; the emotional mind wants that Oreo cookie. The rational mind wants to change something at work; the emotional mind loves the comfort of the existing routine. This tension can doom a change
effort - but if it is overcome, change can come quickly. In Switch, the Heaths show how everyday people - employees and managers, parents and nurses - have united both minds and, as a result, achieved
dramatic results: • The lowly medical interns who managed to defeat an entrenched, decades-old medical practice that was endangering patients • The home-organizing guru who developed a simple technique for
overcoming the dread of housekeeping • The manager who transformed a lackadaisical customer-support team into service zealots by removing a standard tool of customer service In a compelling, story-driven
narrative, the Heaths bring together decades of counterintuitive research in psychology, sociology, and other fields to shed new light on how we can effect transformative change. Switch shows that successful
changes follow a pattern, a pattern you can use to make the changes that matter to you, whether your interest is in changing the world or changing your waistline.
The authoritative account of the rise of Amazon and its intensely driven founder, Jeff Bezos, praised by the Seattle Times as "the definitive account of how a tech icon came to life." Amazon.com started off
delivering books through the mail. But its visionary founder, Jeff Bezos, wasn't content with being a bookseller. He wanted Amazon to become the everything store, offering limitless selection and seductive
convenience at disruptively low prices. To do so, he developed a corporate culture of relentless ambition and secrecy that's never been cracked. Until now. Brad Stone enjoyed unprecedented access to current
and former Amazon employees and Bezos family members, giving readers the first in-depth, fly-on-the-wall account of life at Amazon. Compared to tech's other elite innovators -- Jobs, Gates, Zuckerberg -- Bezos
is a private man. But he stands out for his restless pursuit of new markets, leading Amazon into risky new ventures like the Kindle and cloud computing, and transforming retail in the same way Henry Ford
revolutionized manufacturing. The Everything Store is the revealing, definitive biography of the company that placed one of the first and largest bets on the Internet and forever changed the way we shop and read.
Look out for Daniel Pink’s new book, When: The Scientific Secrets of Perfect Timing #1 New York Times Business Bestseller #1 Wall Street Journal Business Bestseller #1 Washington Post bestseller From the
bestselling author of Drive and A Whole New Mind, and teacher of the popular MasterClass on Sales and Persuasion, comes a surprising--and surprisingly useful--new book that explores the power of selling in our
lives. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, one in nine Americans works in sales. Every day more than fifteen million people earn their keep by persuading someone else to make a purchase. But dig
deeper and a startling truth emerges: Yes, one in nine Americans works in sales. But so do the other eight. Whether we’re employees pitching colleagues on a new idea, entrepreneurs enticing funders to invest, or
parents and teachers cajoling children to study, we spend our days trying to move others. Like it or not, we’re all in sales now. To Sell Is Human offers a fresh look at the art and science of selling. As he did in Drive
and A Whole New Mind, Daniel H. Pink draws on a rich trove of social science for his counterintuitive insights. He reveals the new ABCs of moving others (it's no longer "Always Be Closing"), explains why
extraverts don't make the best salespeople, and shows how giving people an "off-ramp" for their actions can matter more than actually changing their minds. Along the way, Pink describes the six successors to the
elevator pitch, the three rules for understanding another's perspective, the five frames that can make your message clearer and more persuasive, and much more. The result is a perceptive and practical book--one
that will change how you see the world and transform what you do at work, at school, and at home.
How to Stop the Corporation from Stifling People and Strangling Profits
Switch
The Ultimate LinkedIn Sales Guide
How Leading Organizations Are Upending Business as Usual
How to Make Extraordinary Sales Happen
Anticipating and Avoiding the Pitfalls That Can Sink a Startup
Participant Workbook
Under New Management
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Brené Brown has taught us what it means to dare greatly, rise strong, and brave the wilderness. Now, based on new research conducted with leaders, change makers,
and culture shifters, she’s showing us how to put those ideas into practice so we can step up and lead. Look for Brené Brown’s new podcast, Dare to Lead, as well as her ongoing podcast Unlocking Us!
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BLOOMBERG Leadership is not about titles, status, and wielding power. A leader is anyone who takes responsibility for recognizing the potential in
people and ideas, and has the courage to develop that potential. When we dare to lead, we don’t pretend to have the right answers; we stay curious and ask the right questions. We don’t see power as finite
and hoard it; we know that power becomes infinite when we share it with others. We don’t avoid difficult conversations and situations; we lean into vulnerability when it’s necessary to do good work. But daring
leadership in a culture defined by scarcity, fear, and uncertainty requires skill-building around traits that are deeply and uniquely human. The irony is that we’re choosing not to invest in developing the hearts and
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minds of leaders at the exact same time as we’re scrambling to figure out what we have to offer that machines and AI can’t do better and faster. What can we do better? Empathy, connection, and courage, to
start. Four-time #1 New York Times bestselling author Brené Brown has spent the past two decades studying the emotions and experiences that give meaning to our lives, and the past seven years working
with transformative leaders and teams spanning the globe. She found that leaders in organizations ranging from small entrepreneurial startups and family-owned businesses to nonprofits, civic organizations,
and Fortune 50 companies all ask the same question: How do you cultivate braver, more daring leaders, and how do you embed the value of courage in your culture? In this new book, Brown uses research,
stories, and examples to answer these questions in the no-BS style that millions of readers have come to expect and love. Brown writes, “One of the most important findings of my career is that daring
leadership is a collection of four skill sets that are 100 percent teachable, observable, and measurable. It’s learning and unlearning that requires brave work, tough conversations, and showing up with your
whole heart. Easy? No. Because choosing courage over comfort is not always our default. Worth it? Always. We want to be brave with our lives and our work. It’s why we’re here.” Whether you’ve read Daring
Greatly and Rising Strong or you’re new to Brené Brown’s work, this book is for anyone who wants to step up and into brave leadership.
Do you feel stuck in life, not knowing how to make it more successful? Do you wish to become more popular? Are you craving to earn more? Do you wish to expand your horizon, earn new clients and win
people over with your ideas? How to Win Friends and Influence People is a well-researched and comprehensive guide that will help you through these everyday problems and make success look easier. You
can learn to expand your social circle, polish your skill set, find ways to put forward your thoughts more clearly, and build mental strength to counter all hurdles that you may come across on the path to success.
Having helped millions of readers from the world over achieve their goals, the clearly listed techniques and principles will be the answers to all your questions.
Leadership and engagement expert Mark C. Crowley shows how trading in the old business playbook for heart-led leadership strategies will create purpose-driven, dedicated employees and higher levels of
performance. Revised and updated to address the needs of those managing Gen Z and millennial employees in addition to the latest global research on employee engagement. In this thoroughly revised and
updated edition of his now classic book, visionary Mark C. Crowley provides the roadmap workplace leaders the world over are seeking: How to most successfully and sustainably inspire and manage other
human beings in the post-pandemic era. · Nearly 50 million workers quit their jobs in the U.S. alone in 2021—a record number likely to be exceeded in 2022. · While we might imagine that an opportunity to earn
greater pay is the key driver of this “Great Resignation,” research shows two-thirds of the reasons people leave jobs boil down to issues related to their engagement and overall well-being. · More specifically,
people quit when they feel they aren’t valued, respected, appreciated, coached—or cared about personally—by their manager and organization. · Thanks in large part to the COVID pandemic and a global reset
of what matters most to people in their lives, human beings have profoundly evolved in what they need and want in exchange for their work. · Consequently, a radical change in employee expectations demands
that organizations and managers rapidly pivot by embracing leadership practices that match the moment. · The remedy to the Great Resignation is to adopt more humane ways of managing people knowing
they inherently lead to infinitely greater engagement not to mention optimal employee performance. · In this new and updated version of his seminal and visionary book, Mark C. Crowley draws upon emerging
medical and other scientific discoveries which prove it's the heart, not the mind, that drives human motivation and achievement. · While we’ve long been led to believe that human beings are essentially rational
beings, new research shows that feelings and emotions far more often motivate human behavior and what people care about most and commit themselves to in their lives. · In light of this breakthrough
understanding, it’s become incumbent upon workplace managers to pay great attention to their employees' emotional experience at work—far greater attention than any of us ever believed necessary. ·
Ironically, most of us were told the heart has no place in workplace management. In fact, most of us were taught that the heart acts like Kryptonite in leadership: it inherently undermines a manager's
effectiveness - and lowers performance. · What makes this book so remarkable is that it brilliantly contradicts all those traditional beliefs and proves why people naturally and instinctively respond to managers
who care about them personally and support their deep human needs. · To be absolutely clear, there's nothing soft or weak about the Lead From The Heart philosophy. Instead, it represents the future of
workplace management and a roadmap to driving uncommon engagement, productivity and profitability when organizations around the world are wanting it most. · Rich with inspiring stories and illuminating
research, this book proves that when you lead people with a greater balance of mind and heart, people naturally follow. And they also excel.
"There's only one Larry Wilson . . . number one when it comes to the art of selling." --Warren Bennis, University Professor and Distinguished Professor of Business Administration University of Southern
California "Stop Selling, Start Partnering will help you take a fresh look at your selling activities whether you are in the boardroom, face to face with customers, or anywhere in between."--Harvey Mackay, Author
of Swim with the Sharks "Regardless of your position within the company, your task in the second half of these unforgiving '90s will be to help your company learn how to get, how to treat, and how to keep
customers. Read Larry's new book and you will be much better prepared to accomplish this mission."--Lou Pritchett, Former VP of Sales and Customer Development, Procter & Gamble Stop Selling, Start
Partnering outlines a fresh approach to finding and keeping customers through powerful, long-lasting partnerships. Drawing on his extensive experience with companies such as Kodak, US West, Saturn, and
Baxter Healthcare, Larry Wilson shows managers, executives, and salespeople how to design and nurture "customer-keeping" organizations. Filled with smart advice and practical customer partnering
guidelines, Stop Selling, Start Partnering redefines the new success factors for every organization that faces the daily challenge of finding and keeping customers.
Igniting Passion and Performance
Stop Telling, Start Selling: How to Use Customer-Focused Dialogue to Close Sales
The Founder's Dilemmas
Taking Control of the Customer Conversation
The Ultimate Guide for Mastering The Art and Science of Getting Past No
How Civil Wars Start
A Process of Ongoing Improvement
Lean In

The accompanying workbook for the DISCVOER Questions(tm) Workshop for selling professionals.
True or false? In selling high-value products or services: 'closing' increases your chance of success; it is essential to describe
the benefits of your product or service to the customer; objection handling is an important skill; open questions are more
effective than closed questions. All false, says this provocative book. Neil Rackham and his team studied more than 35,000 sales
calls made by 10,000 sales people in 23 countries over 12 years. Their findings revealed that many of the methods developed for
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selling low-value goods just don‘t work for major sales. Rackham went on to introduce his SPIN-Selling method. SPIN describes the
whole selling process: Situation questions Problem questions Implication questions Need-payoff questions SPIN-Selling provides you
with a set of simple and practical techniques which have been tried in many of today‘s leading companies with dramatic
improvements to their sales performance.
"How to Win Friends and Influence People" is one of the first best-selling self-help books ever published. It can enable you to
make friends quickly and easily, help you to win people to your way of thinking, increase your influence, your prestige, your
ability to get things done, as well as enable you to win new clients, new customers._x000D_ Twelve Things This Book Will Do For
You:_x000D_ Get you out of a mental rut, give you new thoughts, new visions, new ambitions._x000D_ Enable you to make friends
quickly and easily._x000D_ Increase your popularity._x000D_ Help you to win people to your way of thinking._x000D_ Increase your
influence, your prestige, your ability to get things done._x000D_ Enable you to win new clients, new customers._x000D_ Increase
your earning power._x000D_ Make you a better salesman, a better executive._x000D_ Help you to handle complaints, avoid arguments,
keep your human contacts smooth and pleasant._x000D_ Make you a better speaker, a more entertaining conversationalist._x000D_ Make
the principles of psychology easy for you to apply in your daily contacts._x000D_ Help you to arouse enthusiasm among your
associates._x000D_ Dale Carnegie (1888-1955) was an American writer and lecturer and the developer of famous courses in selfimprovement, salesmanship, corporate training, public speaking, and interpersonal skills. Born into poverty on a farm in Missouri,
he was the author of How to Win Friends and Influence People (1936), a massive bestseller that remains popular today._x000D_
Offers advice on how to lead an organization into change, including establishing a sense of urgency, developing a vision and
strategy, and generating short-term wins.
American Crisis
How to Stop Selling and Start Getting Prospects to Buy!
The Most Comprehensive Plan Ever Proposed to Reverse Global Warming
Objections
Up the Organization
The Challenger Sale
The New Thinking About Finding and Keeping Customers
Why Some Companies Make the Leap --and Other's Don't
This is a story of reinvention. Jim Whitehurst, celebrated president and CEO of one of the world's most revolutionary software companies, tells first-hand his journey from traditional
manager (Delta Air Lines, Boston Consulting Group) and “chief” problem solver to CEO of one of the most open organizational environments he'd ever encountered. This challenging
transition, and what Whitehurst learned in the interim, has paved the way for a new way of managing—one this modern leader sees as the only way companies will successfully
function in the future. Whitehurst says beyond embracing the technology that has so far disrupted entire industries, companies must now adapt their management and
organizational design to better fit the Information Age. His mantra? “Adapt or die.” Indeed, the successful company Whitehurst leads—the open source giant Red Hat—has become
the organizational poster child for how to reboot, redesign, and reinvent an organization for a decentralized, digital age. Based on open source principles of transparency,
participation, and collaboration, “open management” challenges conventional business ideas about what companies are, how they run, and how they make money. This book
provides the blueprint for putting it into practice in your own firm. He covers challenges that have been missing from the conversation to date, among them: how to scale
engagement; how to have healthy debates that net progress; and how to attract and keep the “Social Generation” of workers. Through a mix of vibrant stories, candid lessons, and
tested processes, Whitehurst shows how Red Hat has blown the traditional operating model to pieces by emerging out of a pure bottom up culture and learning how to execute it at
scale. And he explains what other companies are, and need to be doing to bring this open style into all facets of the organization. By showing how to apply open source methods to
everything from structure, management, and strategy to a firm's customer and partner relationships, leaders and teams will now have the tools needed to reach a new level of work.
And with that new level of work comes unparalleled success. The Open Organization is your new resource for doing business differently. Get ready to make traditional management
thinking obsolete.
There are few one-size-fits-all solutions in sales. Context matters. Complex sales are different from one-call closes. B2B is different than B2C. Prospects, territories, products,
industries, companies, and sales processes are all different. There is little black and white in the sales profession. Except for objections. There is democracy in objections. Every
salesperson must endure many NOs in order to get to YES. Objections don’t care or consider: Who you are What you sell How you sell If you are new to sales or a veteran If your
sales cycle is long or short – complex or transactional For as long as salespeople have been asking buyers to make commitments, buyers have been throwing out objections. And, for
as long as buyers have been saying no, salespeople have yearned for the secrets to getting past those NOs. Following in the footsteps of his blockbuster bestsellers Fanatical
Prospecting and Sales EQ, Jeb Blount’s Objections is a comprehensive and contemporary guide that engages your heart and mind. In his signature right-to-the-point style, Jeb pulls
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no punches and slaps you in the face with the cold, hard truth about what’s really holding you back from closing sales and reaching your income goals. Then he pulls you in with
examples, stories, and lessons that teach powerful human-influence frameworks for getting past NO - even with the most challenging objections. What you won’t find, though, is old
school techniques straight out of the last century. No bait and switch schemes, no sycophantic tie-downs, no cheesy scripts, and none of the contrived closing techniques that leave
you feeling like a phony, destroy relationships, and only serve to increase your buyers’ resistance. Instead, you’ll learn a new psychology for turning-around objections and proven
techniques that work with today’s more informed, in control, and skeptical buyers. Inside the pages of Objections, you’ll gain deep insight into: How to get past the natural human
fear of NO and become rejection proof The science of resistance and why buyers throw out objections Human influence frameworks that turn you into a master persuader The key to
avoiding embarrassing red herrings that derail sales calls How to leverage the “Magical Quarter of a Second” to instantly gain control of your emotions when you get hit with difficult
objections Proven objection turn-around frameworks that give you confidence and control in virtually every sales situation How to easily skip past reflex responses on cold calls and
when prospecting How to move past brush-offs to get to the next step, increase pipeline velocity, and shorten the sales cycle The 5 Step Process for Turning Around Buying
Commitment Objections and closing the sale Rapid Negotiation techniques that deliver better terms and higher prices As you dive into these powerful insights, and with each new
chapter, you’ll gain greater and greater confidence in your ability to face and effectively handle objections in any selling situation. And, with this new-found confidence, your success
and income will soar.
Alex Rogo is a harried plant manager working ever more desperately to try and improve performance. His factory is rapidly heading for disaster. So is his marriage. He has ninety
days to save his plant - or it will be closed by corporate HQ, with hundreds of job losses. It takes a chance meeting with a colleague from student days - Jonah - to help him break out
of conventional ways of thinking to see what needs to be done. Described by Fortune as a 'guru to industry' and by Businessweek as a 'genius', Eliyahu M. Goldratt was an
internationally recognized leader in the development of new business management concepts and systems. This 20th anniversary edition includes a series of detailed case study
interviews by David Whitford, Editor at Large, Fortune Small Business, which explore how organizations around the world have been transformed by Eli Goldratt's ideas. The story of
Alex's fight to save his plant contains a serious message for all managers in industry and explains the ideas which underline the Theory of Constraints (TOC) developed by Eli
Goldratt. Written in a fast-paced thriller style, The Goal is the gripping novel which is transforming management thinking throughout the Western world. It is a book to recommend to
your friends in industry - even to your bosses - but not to your competitors!
In this revised edition of her best-seller, noted sales consultant Linda Richardson offers salespeople the tools they need to successfully use customer-focused, dialogue selling.
Featuring real-world dialogue samples, helpful dos and don’ts, self-tests, checklists, and other useful tools, this guide offers insight on every aspect of face-to-face selling, from the
initial introduction through the needs identification and the negotiation of terms and price to the successful close, with prime emphasis on the six critical skills necessary to the
dialogue-driven sales call: presence, rapport building, questioning, listening, product positioning, and checking.
Stop Selling and Start Leading
Women, Work, and the Will to Lead
The Goal
The Boy in the Field
The Everything Store
Leadership is Everyone's Business
From Conflict to Courage
SPIN® -Selling

Praise for Selling Sucks "Whew! A terrific new book that blows the lid off the old-school methods of selling-which don't work anymore-and shows you
how to make sales almost like magic! I love this book!" —Joe Vitale, author of The Attractor Factor and many other books "I love to buy, so I'm going
to give every salesperson I know a copy of this book. Maybe they'll finally stop the old-school, hard-sell shtick that compels me (and everyone else)
not to buy." —Michael Port, bestselling author of Book Yourself Solid "Selling sucks, but making sales doesn't. Read Frank's book to learn the crucial
difference that will almost certainly mean success or failure for your business in the new era of commerce." —Mark Joyner, bestselling author of
Simpleologywww.simpleology.com "Ready to join the ranks of the top sales pros? Buy Selling Sucks. Apply its lessons. Then watch your results go
through the roof." —Randy Pennington, author of Results Rule! "Rumbauskas has the ability to overcome the obvious and allow his readers to look
at sales in a new dimension. While many people focus on sales tricks, Rumbauskas shows, in great detail, how to get your prospects to buy because
they come to you informed and trustful of you before you even say 'hello.' He's one of those guys I listen to every time he speaks. He speaks out of
tested methods and not opinion. Prior to marketing online, I spent fourteen years running some of the largest automobile dealerships in the USA.
This is one book I would make recommended reading for every person who wants to become an elite sales professional. Selling Sucks is a moneymaking winner." —Mike Filsaime, MikeFLive.com "Selling Sucks is a must-read for any entrepreneur who wants to run a high-profit, high-integrity
business. Rumbauskas's advice is inspiring, clear, and more importantly, easy to implement. It's honestly one of the best how-to self-marketing
books on the market. Get this book now if you're serious about exploding your sales and making more money." —Marie Forleo, author and Fox News
Online Life Coach www.thegoodlife-inc.com "Rumbauskas has written an indispensable guide to moving from an average salesperson to a top sales
pro. This is a must-read for anyone serious about their sales career." —Paul McCord, author of Creating a Million-Dollar-a-Year Sales Income
If you want real-world solutions to drive monstrous results, like a 25—50% increase or more in revenue and earnings, Stop Whining! Start Selling! is
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for you! As a business leader, salesperson, CEO, manager, executive, or entrepreneur, get ready to grow your business, enhance your profits, boost
your earnings, and improve your life. Quickly, ethically, and dramatically! This book gives you an almost unfair competitive advantage. It’s loaded
with powerful insights and how-to success strategies on: Ethics Sales Marketing Negotiations And more! Order your copy today!
The #1 international best seller In Lean In, Sheryl Sandberg reignited the conversation around women in the workplace. Sandberg is chief operating
officer of Facebook and coauthor of Option B with Adam Grant. In 2010, she gave an electrifying TED talk in which she described how women
unintentionally hold themselves back in their careers. Her talk, which has been viewed more than six million times, encouraged women to “sit at the
table,” seek challenges, take risks, and pursue their goals with gusto. Lean In continues that conversation, combining personal anecdotes, hard
data, and compelling research to change the conversation from what women can’t do to what they can. Sandberg provides practical advice on
negotiation techniques, mentorship, and building a satisfying career. She describes specific steps women can take to combine professional
achievement with personal fulfillment, and demonstrates how men can benefit by supporting women both in the workplace and at home. Written
with humor and wisdom, Lean In is a revelatory, inspiring call to action and a blueprint for individual growth that will empower women around the
world to achieve their full potential.
2018 Axiom Business Book Award Winner, Gold Medal Stop Selling! Start Solving! In Ninja Selling, author Larry Kendall transforms the way readers
think about selling. He points out the problems with traditional selling methods and instead offers a science-based selling system that gives
predictable results regardless of personality type. Ninja Selling teaches readers how to shift their approach from chasing clients to attracting
clients. Readers will learn how to stop selling and start solving by asking the right questions and listening to their clients. Ninja Selling is an
invaluable step-by-step guide that shows readers how to be more effective in their sales careers and increase their income-per-hour, so that they
can lead full lives. Ninja Selling is both a sales platform and a path to personal mastery and life purpose. Followers of the Ninja Selling system say it
not only improved their business and their client relationships; it also improved the quality of their lives.
Model Rules of Professional Conduct
Lead From The Heart
Ninja Selling
Atomic Habits
To Sell Is Human
Stop Marketing, Start Selling
Stop Selling, Start Partnering
Your Guide to Doubling Online Leads, Customers, and Revenue.
The Challenge Built to Last, the defining management study of the nineties, showed how great companies triumph over time and how long-term sustained
performance can be engineered into the DNA of an enterprise from the verybeginning. But what about the company that is not born with great DNA? How can
good companies, mediocre companies, even bad companies achieve enduring greatness? The Study For years, this question preyed on the mind of Jim Collins.
Are there companies that defy gravity and convert long-term mediocrity or worse into long-term superiority? And if so, what are the universal
distinguishing characteristics that cause a company to go from good to great? The Standards Using tough benchmarks, Collins and his research team
identified a set of elite companies that made the leap to great results and sustained those results for at least fifteen years. How great? After the
leap, the good-to-great companies generated cumulative stock returns that beat the general stock market by an average of seven times in fifteen years,
better than twice the results delivered by a composite index of the world's greatest companies, including Coca-Cola, Intel, General Electric, and Merck.
The Comparisons The research team contrasted the good-to-great companies with a carefully selected set of comparison companies that failed to make the
leap from good to great. What was different? Why did one set of companies become truly great performers while the other set remained only good? Over
five years, the team analyzed the histories of all twenty-eight companies in the study. After sifting through mountains of data and thousands of pages
of interviews, Collins and his crew discovered the key determinants of greatness -- why some companies make the leap and others don't. The Findings The
findings of the Good to Great study will surprise many readers and shed light on virtually every area of management strategy and practice. The findings
include: Level 5 Leaders: The research team was shocked to discover the type of leadership required to achieve greatness. The Hedgehog Concept
(Simplicity within the Three Circles): To go from good to great requires transcending the curse of competence. A Culture of Discipline: When you combine
a culture of discipline with an ethic of entrepreneurship, you get the magical alchemy of great results. Technology Accelerators: Good-to-great
companies think differently about the role of technology. The Flywheel and the Doom Loop: Those who launch radical change programs and wrenching
restructurings will almost certainly fail to make the leap. “Some of the key concepts discerned in the study,” comments Jim Collins, "fly in the face of
our modern business culture and will, quite frankly, upset some people.” Perhaps, but who can afford to ignore these findings?
Backed by over 20 years of original research, The Leadership Challenge Workshop is a unique and intense discovery process created by best-selling
authors Jim Kouzes and Barry Posner. The Workshop demystifies the concept of leadership and approaches it as a learnable set of behaviors. In other
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words, forget about job titles, forget about position or rank or work experience. Leadership is about what you do. In this non-manager version of the
Participant Workbook, Kouzes and Posner introduce individual contributors to The Five Practices of Exemplary Leadership. The one-day program is about
how the "leadership is not the private reserve of a few charismatic men and women. It is a process ordinary people use when they are bringing forth the
best from themselves and others." The authors' goal is to "liberate the leader in everyone" with this inspiring, results-oriented Workshop.
Although it was first published more than thirty-five years ago, Up the Organization continues to top the lists of best business books by groups as
diverse as the American Management Association, Strategy + Business (Booz Allen Hamilton), and The Wharton Center for Leadership and Change Management.
1-800-CEO-READ ranks Townsend’s bestseller first among eighty books that “every manager must read.” This commemorative edition offers a new generation
the benefit of Robert Townsend’s timeless wisdom as well as reflections on his work and life by those who knew and worked with him. This groundbreaking
book continues to remind us not to get mired in all those sacred organizational routines that stifle people and strangle both profits and profitability.
He shows a way to humanize business and a way to have fun while making it all work better than it ever worked before.
What's the secret to sales success? If you're like most business leaders, you'd say it's fundamentally about relationships-and you'd be wrong. The best
salespeople don't just build relationships with customers. They challenge them. The need to understand what top-performing reps are doing that their
average performing colleagues are not drove Matthew Dixon, Brent Adamson, and their colleagues at Corporate Executive Board to investigate the skills,
behaviors, knowledge, and attitudes that matter most for high performance. And what they discovered may be the biggest shock to conventional sales
wisdom in decades. Based on an exhaustive study of thousands of sales reps across multiple industries and geographies, The Challenger Sale argues that
classic relationship building is a losing approach, especially when it comes to selling complex, large-scale business-to-business solutions. The
authors' study found that every sales rep in the world falls into one of five distinct profiles, and while all of these types of reps can deliver
average sales performance, only one-the Challenger- delivers consistently high performance. Instead of bludgeoning customers with endless facts and
features about their company and products, Challengers approach customers with unique insights about how they can save or make money. They tailor their
sales message to the customer's specific needs and objectives. Rather than acquiescing to the customer's every demand or objection, they are assertive,
pushing back when necessary and taking control of the sale. The things that make Challengers unique are replicable and teachable to the average sales
rep. Once you understand how to identify the Challengers in your organization, you can model their approach and embed it throughout your sales force.
The authors explain how almost any average-performing rep, once equipped with the right tools, can successfully reframe customers' expectations and
deliver a distinctive purchase experience that drives higher levels of customer loyalty and, ultimately, greater growth.
How To Win Friends And Influence People
The Serving Mindset
The Surprising Truth About Moving Others
And See How Your Business Grows!
Jeff Bezos and the Age of Amazon
Drawdown
A Novel
And How to Stop Them

An upcoming book to be published by Penguin Random House.
“Makes a provocative case that you should put customers second, close open offices, and ditch performance appraisals.”—Adam Grant, best-selling author of Originals “Under New Management is a lively,
provocative must-read.”—Whitney Johnson, author of Disrupt Yourself. Why accepted management practices don’t work—and how innovative companies are changing the rules Should your employees know
each other’s salaries? Is your vacation policy harming productivity? Does your hiring process undermine your team? David Burkus argues that the traditional management playbook is full of outdated,
counterproductive practices, and he reveals how the alternative management revolution has already started at companies like Netflix, Zappos, Google, and others. Burkus investigates behind their office doors to
show how these companies are reevaluating and reinventing the most basic management principles, like hiring, firing, vacation policy, and even office floor plan, and enhancing their business’s success as a
result. “Is your company ready for a radical departure from twentieth-century management standards? David Burkus has collected the stories of dozens of companies that are standing the old rules on their heads.
Even better, Burkus shows how you can do it, too.”—Daniel H. Pink, best-selling author of Drive and To Sell Is Human ? “If you are going to read one book on being a better manager in the next year, start here.
David Burkus has assembled the most practical research and provocative ideas into an incredibly quick read.”—Tom Rath, best-selling author of StrengthsFinder 2.0
What if you could stop selling altogether and grow your profits? With The Serving Mindset, you’ll learn how to serve, elevate your business success, and feel great about it! Targeted to business owners and
entrepreneurs who are very good at what they do but feel guilt and shame around selling and sales and therefore limit their own success and overall possibilities, The Serving Mindset: Stop Selling and Grow
Your Business positions selling as serving and takes readers through the process of why and how to acquire this “serving mindset” and put it into practice. For readers who hate sales, The Serving Mindset will
help you diagnose the source of the issue, understand how your mindset affects your sales directly, and discover a fresh approach to selling as serving—an essential lesson for enabling any business to explore
maximum levels of prosperity. Using case studies as well as the experience of the author and that of her professional-coaching clients, The Serving Mindset is sure to change how readers view selling, serving,
and growing. The powerful insights and applications in this book are game-changers for every business owner and entrepreneur who wants to attract and secure ideal customers and premium clients while
maintaining integrity to his or her own core values.
NAMED THE #3 TOP SALES BOOK OF 2018! Make extraordinary sales happen! In the Age of the Customer, sales effectiveness depends mightily on the buyer experience. Despite nearly-universal agreement
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on the need for creating value in every step of the buyer’s journey, sellers continue to struggle with how to create that value and connect meaningfully with buyers. New research bridges the gap and reveals the
behavioral blueprint for sellers that makes buyers more likely to meet with them — and more likely to buy from them. In Stop Selling & Start Leading, you’ll discover that the very same behaviors that make
leaders more effective also work to make sellers more effective, too. This critical shift in the selling mindset, and in the sales role itself, is the key to boosting your overall sales effectiveness. • Inspire, challenge,
and enable buyers • Change your behavior to build trust and increase sales • Step into your leadership potential • See yourself the way your buyers do • Feel good about selling again When you’re aiming for
quota attainment and real connections with buyers, this book gives you the confidence and skills you need.
The Open Organization
An Easy & Proven Way to Build Good Habits & Break Bad Ones
DISCOVER Questions(tm) Get You Connected
How to Stop Avoiding and Start Leading
Profit-Producing Strategies for Explosive Sales Results
Stop Selling and Grow Your Business
Leading Change
Selling Sucks
The #1 New York Times bestseller. Over 4 million copies sold! Tiny Changes, Remarkable Results No matter your goals, Atomic Habits offers a
proven framework for improving--every day. James Clear, one of the world's leading experts on habit formation, reveals practical strategies
that will teach you exactly how to form good habits, break bad ones, and master the tiny behaviors that lead to remarkable results. If you're
having trouble changing your habits, the problem isn't you. The problem is your system. Bad habits repeat themselves again and again not
because you don't want to change, but because you have the wrong system for change. You do not rise to the level of your goals. You fall to
the level of your systems. Here, you'll get a proven system that can take you to new heights. Clear is known for his ability to distill
complex topics into simple behaviors that can be easily applied to daily life and work. Here, he draws on the most proven ideas from biology,
psychology, and neuroscience to create an easy-to-understand guide for making good habits inevitable and bad habits impossible. Along the
way, readers will be inspired and entertained with true stories from Olympic gold medalists, award-winning artists, business leaders, lifesaving physicians, and star comedians who have used the science of small habits to master their craft and vault to the top of their field.
Learn how to: • make time for new habits (even when life gets crazy); • overcome a lack of motivation and willpower; • design your
environment to make success easier; • get back on track when you fall off course; ...and much more. Atomic Habits will reshape the way you
think about progress and success, and give you the tools and strategies you need to transform your habits--whether you are a team looking to
win a championship, an organization hoping to redefine an industry, or simply an individual who wishes to quit smoking, lose weight, reduce
stress, or achieve any other goal.
A New York Times Notable Book of the Year | An O Magazine Best Book of the Year The New York Times bestselling author of The Flight of Gemma
Hardy delivers another “luminous, unforgettable, and perfectly rendered” (Dennis Lehane) novel—a poignant and probing psychological drama
that follows the lives of three siblings in the wake of a violent crime. One September afternoon in 1999, teenagers Matthew, Zoe, and Duncan
Lang are walking home from school when they discover a boy lying in a field, bloody and unconscious. Thanks to their intervention, the boy’s
life is saved. In the aftermath, all three siblings are irrevocably changed. Matthew, the oldest, becomes obsessed with tracking down the
assailant, secretly searching the local town with the victim’s brother. Zoe wanders the streets of Oxford, looking at men, and one of them, a
visiting American graduate student, looks back. Duncan, the youngest, who has seldom thought about being adopted, suddenly decides he wants
to find his birth mother. Overshadowing all three is the awareness that something is amiss in their parents’ marriage. Over the course of the
autumn, as each of the siblings confronts the complications and contradictions of their approaching adulthood, they find themselves at once
drawn together and driven apart. Written with the deceptive simplicity and power of a fable, The Boy in the Field showcases Margot Livesey’s
unmatched ability to “tell her tale masterfully, with intelligence, tenderness, and a shrewd understanding of all our mercurial human
impulses” (Lily King, author of Euphoria).
Your guide to doubling online leads, customers, and revenue. The basic value proposition of any business is to help people get what they
want. A website is no different. Nobody watches TV for the commercials, or visits your website to check out your latest marketing campaigns.
If they're on your site, your marketing worked. Now it's time to help them get what they came for. The partners at The Good (http:
//thegood.com), an ecommerce and lead generation advisory, have condensed their learnings from over a decade in the ecommerce space. Their
battle tested process for growing online revenues for brands large and small is shared in this comprehensive and actionable path to doubling
online leads, customers and revenue. This book offers a step by step guide to making websites that convert. "In the age of empowered
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customers the best possible business case is to put the needs of your customers first. This book is a practical, no-nonsense approach to
doing just that. It may not always tell you what you want to hear, but it certainly tells you what you need to hear." -Gerry McGovern,
Author, CEO of Customer Carewords "When you invite guests to your house, you want them to enjoy themselves and leave happy. You should have
the same mindset with your website. In this book, The Good shows you how to create a customer experience that converts." -Stephen Lease,
Founder, Simplify & Go
TRADITIONAL SELLING DOESN'T WORK ANY MORE! Did you know that more than 70 percentof the buying decision takes place BEFORE you even know a
prospect exists? That's why the traditional sales process doesn't work. In this book, you'll learn: - Why traditional selling doesn't work
any more... - The new way consumers (both B2B and B2C) are buying... - Why NO ONE CARES about your product... - How to build credibility and
trust in this new world of buying & selling... - And much, much more!"
Brave Work. Tough Conversations. Whole Hearts.
Dare to Lead
Subtle Skills. Big Results.
How to Win Friends and Influence People
Good to Great
How to Change Things When Change Is Hard
Participant Workbook for Sellers
Transformational Leadership For The 21st Century
The Founder's Dilemmas examines how early decisions by entrepreneurs can make or break a startup and its team. Drawing on a decade of research, including quantitative data on almost
ten thousand founders as well as inside stories of founders like Evan Williams of Twitter and Tim Westergren of Pandora, Noam Wasserman reveals the common pitfalls founders face and
how to avoid them.
• New York Times bestseller • The 100 most substantive solutions to reverse global warming, based on meticulous research by leading scientists and policymakers around the world “At this
point in time, the Drawdown book is exactly what is needed; a credible, conservative solution-by-solution narrative that we can do it. Reading it is an effective inoculation against the
widespread perception of doom that humanity cannot and will not solve the climate crisis. Reported by-effects include increased determination and a sense of grounded hope.” —Per Espen
Stoknes, Author, What We Think About When We Try Not To Think About Global Warming “There’s been no real way for ordinary people to get an understanding of what they can do and
what impact it can have. There remains no single, comprehensive, reliable compendium of carbon-reduction solutions across sectors. At least until now. . . . The public is hungry for this kind of
practical wisdom.” —David Roberts, Vox “This is the ideal environmental sciences textbook—only it is too interesting and inspiring to be called a textbook.” —Peter Kareiva, Director of the
Institute of the Environment and Sustainability, UCLA In the face of widespread fear and apathy, an international coalition of researchers, professionals, and scientists have come together to
offer a set of realistic and bold solutions to climate change. One hundred techniques and practices are described here—some are well known; some you may have never heard of. They range
from clean energy to educating girls in lower-income countries to land use practices that pull carbon out of the air. The solutions exist, are economically viable, and communities throughout the
world are currently enacting them with skill and determination. If deployed collectively on a global scale over the next thirty years, they represent a credible path forward, not just to slow the
earth’s warming but to reach drawdown, that point in time when greenhouse gases in the atmosphere peak and begin to decline. These measures promise cascading benefits to human
health, security, prosperity, and well-being—giving us every reason to see this planetary crisis as an opportunity to create a just and livable world.
Unresolved conflict is workplace kryptonite. Learn how to develop the mindset and skills to defuse disagreements, overcome division, and turn conflict into an opportunity for growth.
Unresolved workplace conflict wastes time, increases stress, and negatively affects business outcomes. But conflict isn't the problem, mismanagement is. Leaders unintentionally mismanage
conflict when they fall into patterns of what Marlene Chism calls “the Three As:” aggression, avoidance, and appeasing. “These coping mechanisms are ways human beings avoid the
emotions that come with conflict, but in the end it's all avoidance,” says Chism. In this book she shows how to fearlessly deal with conflict head-on by expanding your conflict capacity. Conflict
capacity is a combination of three elements. The foundation is the Inner Game—the leader's self-awareness, values, discernment, and emotional integrity. The Outer Game is the skills, tools,
and communication techniques built on that foundation. Finally, there's Culture—the visible and invisible structures around you that can encourage or discourage conflict. Chism offers
exercises, examples, and expert guidance on developing all three elements. Leaders will discover techniques to increase leadership clarity, identify obstacles, and reduce resistance. They'll
develop powerful skills for dealing with high-conflict people and for initiating, engaging in, and staying with difficult conversations. Readers will learn that when they see conflict as a teacher,
courageously face it, and continually work on transforming themselves, they can get the resolution they are seeking. They can change minds.
Become a LinkedIn power user and harness the potential of social selling With the impact of COVID, remote working has become big, and so has the use of digital/virtual sales tools. More
sales teams want and need to understand how to use social media platforms like LinkedIn to sell, and most do not use it properly. The Ultimate LinkedIn Sales Guide is the go-to book and
guide for utilizing LinkedIn to sell. It covers all aspects of social and digital selling, including building the ultimate LinkedIn profile, using the searching functions to find customers, sending
effective LinkedIn messages (written, audio & video), creating great content that generates sales, and all the latest tips and tricks, strategies and tools. With the right LinkedIn knowledge, you
can attract customers and generate leads, improving your sales numbers from the comfort and safety of your computer. No matter what you are selling, LinkedIn can connect you to buyers. If
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you’re savvy, you can stay in touch with clients and generate more repeat sales, build trust, and create engaging content that will spread by word-of-mouth—the most powerful sales strategy
around. This book will teach you how to do all that and more. In The Ultimate LinkedIn Sales Guide you will learn how to: Use the proven 4 Pillars of Social Selling Success to improve your
existing LinkedIn activities or get started on a firm footing Create the Ultimate LinkedIn Profile, complete with a strong personal brand that could catapult you to industry leader status Generate
leads using LinkedIn, then build and manage relationships with connected accounts to turn those leads into customers Utilize little-known LinkedIn “power tools” to grow your network, send
effective messages, and write successful LinkedIn articles And so much more! The Ultimate LinkedIn Sales Guide is a must read for anyone wishing to utilise LinkedIn to improve sales.
How to Use Digital and Social Selling to Turn LinkedIn into a Lead, Sales and Revenue Generating Machine
Stop Whining! Start Selling!
Leadership Lessons from the COVID-19 Pandemic
Johnny the Walrus
Stop Selling. Start Helping.
Stop Selling and Start Caring
Why Some Companies Make the Leap...And Others Don't
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an up-to-date resource for information on legal ethics. Federal, state and local courts in all jurisdictions look to the Rules for
guidance in solving lawyer malpractice cases, disciplinary actions, disqualification issues, sanctions questions and much more. In this volume, black-letter Rules of Professional
Conduct are followed by numbered Comments that explain each Rule's purpose and provide suggestions for its practical application. The Rules will help you identify proper
conduct in a variety of given situations, review those instances where discretionary action is possible, and define the nature of the relationship between you and your clients,
colleagues and the courts.
If I had to choose a word that describes this book, it would be CHANGE. About 80% of deals are lost over the phone. Of those prospects who do walk through our doors, we are
losing 70-75% of them. The industry needs a transformation, and we need it now. People buy on emotions, yet the majority of us sell to the logic. The solution is to stop worrying
about the ¿money¿ side of the sell and focus on the prospect. If you genuinely care about helping the prospect, the ¿sell¿ will take care of itself.As a sequel to ¿Selling at
Combat Speed,¿ Mike takes the same concepts and applies them specifically to the senior living industry. In ¿Stop Selling and Start Caring,¿ you will be introduced to new
concepts and skills that will require you to change your current habits and ways of thinking. The stories and statistics are real. The results are real. The challenging yet rewarding
journey is real. The transformation of the industry starts with a personal commitment to change. It will not be easy. You will fail along the way. Few will reach their full potential.
Those who learn how to fail and accept failure as a natural stepping stone to success will be victorious. The choice is yours and yours alone. Today is the day. Right now is the
time. Be bold. Be different. Choose to stop selling and start caring.
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